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About This Game

Have you ever loved somebody so much, that you'd have done anything for them? Broken Dreams is a platformer in which Jack
can create 'shadow friends; copies that repeat his previous actions. Complete with a melancholy story, gothic artwork,

professional voice-overs, Broken Dreams has received fantastic ratings across the board.

Broken Dreams is an expansion on the original flash-based game. Complete with full-screen support, new levels, a free asset
pack (featuring artwork and music featured in the game) and Steam Trading Cards. Now you can add this awesome game to

your Steam Library!

Featuring:

 Beautiful, hand-drawn artwork

 A darkly-enticing story about unrequited love

 Professional voice-acting

 Platforming awesomeness, with a twist! Hit space to create a 'shadow' - copies of the character that be be used to
circumvent obstacles, as jumping platforms and more!

 Control both characters simultaneously using the keyboard - work together to solve the level!
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 Asset Pack includes Music and artwork used in the game
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Title: Broken Dreams
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mihai Morosanu
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016
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Long game for this genre. Creative ideas, fun puzzles, challenging hidden object scenes. A great game for any HOG lover -
especially when on sale!. Only VR game that has ever made me sick. Also, it has awkward controls and a tiny map with nothing
to do. There might be a seed of an idea here that could someday become a fun game for those with iron stomachs, but right now
there's not even any real gameplay.. Addicting and frustrating. Perfect for when you have nothing to do.... can't fault this game.
love to play it often enough.. It's no Portal 2, but it's still a fun puzzle game.. Intersting style of game. Did enjoy and would like
to see if this goes further.. The campaign adds some variety to a simulator that really could use it. You get to play both Entente
and Central Powers as you progress through the missions. And it comes with planes!
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Need Some Repaints for her. Ape out is fast and fun.

Each of the four levels(and their two parts) are well paced and just when you start to get bored a new mechanic appears.

The best part of the game though is the style and music. Similar to Doom 2016, every time you get a kill the music changes in
reaction, with smooth jazz and loud drum crashes. This makes the game exciting as hell and combined with the colorful art-style
Ape out is more of like an emotional expression than a game by the end.

Its not very complex, but its simple, stylish and totally worth the price for about 2 hours of fun.. Some things I like:

1) This is more of a fast action game than a simulation. You definitely can't sit down and just watch the store at a slow pace.
Once I get more than 10 cabinents up and running, I'm always doing something with zero down time. Oddly enough, that's
somehow fitting for an "arcade" experience. (although I'm sure this may annoy someone looking for a more laid back
experience)

2) The in-game arcade cabinents are really good counterparts to ones in the real world. I can name just about every single
cabinent.

Things that would make this game better:

1) Interface adjustments to make sure icons are always visible, especially when the pillar or entrance is in the way.

2) More interesting game game modes, so there isn't just a single difficulty hump. Perhaps adding senarios with different win
conditions, or a survival mode with bigger loan payments every year.

. This game has the potential to be an awesome game. It is very short on content right now but it is early access so that is to be
expected. I would honestly recommend the game for its mechanics so far. One thing that I would say needs to be fixed is the
sheathing of the sword. If you go to put the end of the blade into the sheath it repeats the sound of unsheathing repeatedly and it
is not a pleasent experience. Also tone the volume on effects and music a bit. I would defintely like to talk to the developer(s)
about ideas and fixes through means other than a review But this game has the potential to be something awesome. I know I will
be keeping it and giving the devs a chance to make a fantastic VR experience
. Time limit added extra difficulty factor. Speedy puzzle.. I usually do not like to use this word, but this game is extremely 
pretentious. The "story" is basically randomly selected stock footage with thoughtful-ish text and a fancy instagram filter layed over
it.

But that would be forgivable if the gameplay was any good. Spoiler alert: it isn't. The game advertizes itself as a puzzle-arcade. But
the controls are too restricted for an engaging arcade gameflow. You can only move along a straight line left or right and
occasionally up or down. For a such simple movment system the controls are too slippery and often you end up dying because of the
horrible input reading.

Puzzle mechanics is absent. There is no thinking involved, because the results of your actions are unpredictable and inconstant.
Sometimes the blocks kill you upon contact, sometimes you need to touch the exact same blocks to finish the level. Sometimes the
blocks move left, sometimes they move right, sometimes they do nothing or just crush you by randomly spinning. The game does
nothing to telegraph the movments, so you won't be able to "solve" the level. Basically it's a memory game with tedious execution.

The only advantage Cubway has is the art direction. It's increadibly stylish and pleasant to experience. Design and music create the
relaxing "zen" atmosphere the developers were obviously going for.

To sum up, this is barely a game. Neither the arcade, nor the puzzle mechanics are engaging. The story is paint by numbers New
Age pseudo-wisdom. Maybe it could work better on mobile, but as a PC experience it's a borefest with some nice visuals to look at..
This game was okay in the moment, but then had too many random terms. I have been in hetero relationships the entire time and all
of a sudden I am dating the same sex randomly at the opening of a chapter. Wtf?? I thought this was *my* character. I stopped
playing after that. Nothing against same-sex relationships, but I perceived this as more of a giant programming glitch or bad
writing.. Wow this was better then I was expecting. Think spaceship with VTOL style single joystick (no thrust controls, just the
joystick, so not sure if speed can be controlled. It's a 6dof type vtol steering system where you can shoot asteroids and enemy
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attackers. It seems to have gone on forever so I quit because I wasn't confident I'd be going to another level and was perhaps just a
high score style game? Have to check back later. Enemies and asteroids spawn in an out of the world seemingly randomly. Way
fun for the price and would be great for someones first time VR space experience with motion controllers. Absolutely recommend..
A nice add-on for flavor.
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